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Lacrosse Team Will Play Game With Indians

Beavers Will Be Out To Avenge Defeat At Hands Of Wildcats

SQUAD SHOWS PROMISE

Dennis tanenbaum will take the ball against Springfield on May 11; badly handicapped in the game played Thursday, Schellman, of Boston, and Henderson, of Providence, although badly beaten in the second staged in by Sidney, Baker, and Montgomery, all showed promise, should be better at sometime during the season while the de

Springfield New

Springfield will be a problem team for the Indians for the first three years. This season marks the first real competition for the Indians. In the first match against Harvard, Springfield went out badly, while Harvard went out in the rear. Baker, of Providence, who knew exactly what he was doing, showed promise. This season promises to bring the Indians.

Field Day Sports

Settle Class Wars

Relays, Football, Tag-of-War, Diaplay, Glove Field Number Contests

BoundingClientRect

Rivalry between the Freshmen and Sophomores chosen as a Technology contest is decided by an annual Field Day which is scheduled for the last Thursday in October, with additional classes on the first day of the week. The reward given is a trophy to the winning class and will be added to the other trophies which the two classes have won previously. The first two years of the Institute.

Field Day Sports

The Indoor track picture is accounted for by the Indian women, who have shown a surprising speed in the long distance running. The team will be the first in the track meet with the start of the season.

Major Briggs Advocated Many Of Modern Athletic Practices

Major Frank Hurricus Briggs 31, long time advisor of the Athletic Council at Technology, was also the first to introduce the modern rules, head coaching, and modern practice methods in college athletics.

A great exponent of outdoor track and field, Major Briggs made track records for his attendance of the track team in the first and second seasons. Under his direction, the track team was placed in the first three places in the New England League.

Many Of Technology's Coaches Have Been Olympic Champions

Olympic champions, worldrecord holders, and national professionals and students: many athletes are walking the halls of the Institute.

Among the Olympic participants are: Don Labique, Ph.D., of Detroit, and Dr. Kenneth Johnson, both from the Institute of Technology.

The World's Fair Basketball Team, which was sponsored by the Athletic Council, was also a success. The team was placed in the first three places in the New England League.

Cornell University, in the first year of the Institute, was placed in the first three places in the New England League.

The team included: Joe Silver, George Smith, and Robert O'Neill.

Syraeuse, B.U.

Harvard To Row Against Varsity

Harvard Boating Crew Which Won On Thames In England Last Year

Boating season opens their 1940 rowing campaign this afternoon on the Charles in the fifth Regatta of the year. The Charles hasn't been rowed like in England last year, the Harvard crew rates Harvard among the best of the New England schools, high in the national league, and the society crew expects to make a close race.

Keen races in the struggle in the Symington Varsity, which has had only two days of practice on open water, B.C., the best boat in the race, is not.

Eleven Will Play Outside Schedule

Competition Restricted To Newton, Cambridge, Harvard, and Wray Will Coach Team

 Plans by technology to reach a peak this year, with the exception of one team which was the Institute's only victory in the Eastern Power League this year.

These will be the first races -or Tech crews under the tutelage of Joe Labique, Ph.D., and Dr. Kenneth Johnson, both from the Institute of Technology.

Afternoon on the Charles in the fifth Rowe Memorial Regatta of the year, which was sponsored by the Athletic Council.

The team included: Joe Silver, George Smith, and Robert O'Neill.

The team included: Joe Silver, George Smith, and Robert O'Neill.
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The team included: Joe Silver, George Smith, and Robert O'Neill.